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simple measures of inflation sentiment which capture whether price accelera-
tion is shared by many components of the CPI basket.In a comparative analy-
sis of the forecasting power of the different inflation indicators for the US and
Germany, we demonstrate that our inflation sentiment indicators improve
forecast accuracy in comparison to a standard Phillips curve approach. Be-
cause the forecast performance is particularly good for longer horizons, we
alsocompareourindicatorstotraditionalmeasuresofcoreinflation.Here,the
sentiment indicators outperform the weighted median and show a similar
forecasting power as a trimmed mean. Thus, they offer a convincing alterna-
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1.  Introduction 
In recent years, methodological aspects of inflation forecasting have increasingly 
attracted attention in empirical economics. One strand of the literature focuses on 
the determinants of future inflation such as monetary aggregates (e.g. Carstensen 
2007) or the output gap (e.g. Stock and Watson 1999). The other concentrates on 
finding an adequate measure of the trend component of inflation which is expected 
to be a better predictor for overall inflation. A prominent role in this second group 
of papers plays core inflation, which is understood as the permanent part of infla-
tion that is not being influenced by random short term fluctuations. A quite famil-
iar concept for measuring core inflation is to exclude prices for energy and un-
processed food from the recorded basket of goods, since their prices tend to be 
very volatile without any trend (Gordon 1975). Alternatively, median based indi-
cators or trimmed mean measures have been proposed (Bryan et al. 1994), as well 
as  smoothed  versions  of  these  indicators  (Rich  and  Steindel  2005).  Moreover, 
another suggestion is to incorporate co-integration restrictions (Smith 2004).  
Though  having  some aspects in common  with  median-based  measures of core 
inflation, our paper focuses on another aspect of price trends. We construct an 
indicator capturing  whether  a given inflation rate is the  result of similar price 
increases for many items in the goods basket, or whether it results from price 
hikes for a few relatively important goods (e.g. furniture or cars). Since the con-
crete way an overall increase in the price level is coming about will influence how 
it is perceived by consumers and firms, we label our indicator inflation sentiment. 
The same inflation rate may have different consequences for the future, depending 
on the distribution of price increases of individual items. When many prices are on 
the rise, inflation climate may have changed. Producers might be inclined to pass 
through higher costs because everybody does it, and workers might feel inflation 
to be more severe and struggle more fiercely for higher wages. As a consequence 
inflation will tend to increase further in the future.  
To quantify this fundamental idea of inflation sentiments one might alternatively 
follow the concept developed by Brachinger (2006). He constructs his index of 
perceived inflation by re-weighting the components of German CPI according to 
their frequency of purchases. This approach requires information going beyond 
the data regularly provided by the CPI statistics, such as on the expenditures on all 
components of the CPI and the prices per unit purchased. Therefore it might be 
rather difficult to construct such indices for many countries for purposes of inter-
national comparison or to provide a long time series.  
We propose a more simple methodology. It makes use of the fact that inflation 
measurement is standardized to some extent around the world. Most statistical 
offices collect price data in sufficient detail to provide price indices for the prod-5 
 
uct  categories  enumerated  in  the  Classification  of  Individual  Consumption  by 
Purpose (COICOP). The COICOP serves as a guideline for the disaggregation of 
private  consumption  expenditures  in  the  national  accounts.
1  For  some  product 
categories (e.g. food) prices for quite a number of goods are required to represent 
the heterogeneous basket. For other categories, e.g. electricity or heating gas, a 
small number of prices suffices to characterize price changes. We argue that, if the 
prices of many products (in a category) rise, consumers will perceive inflationary 
trends more intensely.  
We use simple transformations of the data taken from the CPI statistics to con-
struct several indicators of inflation sentiment. First, we calculate the unweighted 
median. By comparing it to the weighted mean of the price changes of the indi-
vidual goods and services (the current CPI), we get an impression of the skewness 
of their distribution. If the median is larger than the weighted mean, the overall 
price trend reflects a relatively large number of similar price changes for individ-
ual products. In that situation we would expect consumers to perceive inflation 
more strongly. Secondly, we test a diffusion index measuring the share of prices 
which grow faster than current CPI. Finally, a momentum index is defined as the 
difference between the  share of prices  which  grow  faster than in the previous 
period, and the share of prices  which  grow  more slowly. These indicators are 
calculated for quarterly data for the US and Germany. 
In analysing the forecasting power of these indicators we follow the technique 
proposed in their seminal paper by Stock and Watson (1999). Specifically, we 
estimate several variants of the Phillips curve in which our indicators and, as in 
the standard procedure, the CPI itself are each used as the relevant price term, 
respectively. Starting with an initial sample length we employ all indicators for an 
out-of-sample forecast up to a maximum horizon of two years. Then, the sample is 
expanded by one quarter and another set of forecasts is made. By continuing this 
procedure, we generate a series of out-of-sample forecasts which can then be used 
to evaluate the forecasting power of all candidate approaches. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section we discuss 
the data, and the indicators that are used to characterize the inflation sentiment. 
Section 3 presents the econometric approach to forecast inflation and the methods 
which are employed to evaluate the estimates. In the fourth section we discuss our 
results. Section 5 concludes. 
                                                           
1 See e.g. http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/regcst.asp?Cl=5&Top=2&Lg=1. 6 
 
2.  Measuring inflation sentiment 
In our empirical work we rely on three time series of quarterly inflation rates 
(Figure 1) that we construct as simple averages of seasonally adjusted monthly 
data. Our series for the US covers the period 1978:1 to 2006:4. It uses the CPI-U 
research data that were calculated by the Bureau of Labour Statistics to account 
for methodological changes. The number of goods and services included in this 
data set varies from 60 at the beginning to 212 at the end of the sample period.  
[Figure 1: about here] 
For Germany, we investigate two CPI series. The first covers the years 1985 to 
1998 and relates to West Germany, the second provides data for unified Germany 
for the years 1993 to 2007
2. These periods comprise quite different inflationary 
regimes. The first sub-period is characterized by large  fluctuations in inflation 
rates; they stick very closely to the inflation objective in the more recent sub-
period. The German CPI covers about 750 single items, which are aggregated in 
several steps to gain inflation rates for product categories. 
[Table 1: about here] 
To be able to derive comparable results for Germany and the US, we utilize these 
data on a four digit COICOP-level, which allows us to include about 100 product 
categories in our indices (Table 1). We employ three indicators to measure infla-
tion sentiment.
3 Firstly, for each quarter  t  we construct the difference, 
Med
t s , be-
tween (unweighted) median inflation,
Med
t p , and the headline inflation rate,  t p . 
 
Med Med
t t t s p p = - .  (2.1) 
This indicator measures the skewness of the distribution of the price increases of 
the individual CPI components. When a high proportion of price components is 
rising, the unweighted median tends to be above the weighted average. In that 
case, we expect consumers and price setters to perceive inflation more strongly.  
The second indicator of inflation sentiment, 
Diff
t s , captures the difference between 
the share of prices which grow faster than current CPI, and the share of prices 
                                                           
2 Price data for unified Germany are available since 1991. However, we omitted the years 1991 
and 1992 because they were strongly influenced by irregularities in the follow-up of unification. 
3 Note that all inflation sentiment indicators should be stationary by construction. However, 
augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for the inflation sentiment indicators partly suggest that these 
variables may not be stationary and, therefore, should be included in differences. We include 
them in levels for two further reasons: Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests are not valid in small 
samples under 100 observations. Moreover, KPSS tests, which can also be found in the Appen-
dix, largely confirm the stationarity assumption.  7 
 
which grow more slowly than current CPI. Thus, we transfer the concept of the 
diffusion index,  which  was proposed by Burns and Mitchell (1946), to prices. 
Similar indicators are used in the context of technical share price analysis, under 
the term of  “advance-decline”. With  , i t p  being the price increase of i-th of  N 
goods and services in quarter t and  t p  still being the headline inflation rate, the 
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To capture the momentum of inflation growth a third indicator, 
Mom
t s , calculates 
the difference between the share of the price series which exhibit an increasing 
growth rate and the share of prices which show a decreasing growth rate:  
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= =  <  ∑ .  (2.3) 
None of our inflation sentiment indicators does require any a priori assessments 
on the issue of which might be the products with highly volatile prices. Those 
would have to be excluded, if we were trying to measure core inflation. Instead, in 
our analysis all individual price series are used to capture whether inflation is 
broad-based or not. Moreover, our approach does not require any explicit expendi-
ture weights to filter out price movements which are perceived by private house-
holds in a particular way. Instead, items are implicitly re-weighted, following the 
assumption that the number of representative products in a certain expenditure 
category coincides with the importance of that category for the formation of infla-
tion sentiment. 
In our analysis, we also probe the forecasting potential of two prominent core 
measures, the weighted median 
WMed




cally, we define 
WMed WMed
t t t s p p = -  and 
20 20 tr tr
t t t s p p = - . Table 2 reports correla-
tion coefficients between each of the various sentiment indicators and the differ-
ences between these  measures of core inflation and inflation, respectively.  All 
these correlations are quite large, especially those involving the trimmed mean. 
This can be explained easily. In a situation in which inflation is triggered by only a 
few items, there is a high probability that they will be trimmed, i.e. excluded from 
the core measure. This is not likely to happen if inflation is instead supported by 
many  product  categories.  All  in  all,  sophisticated  core  measures  such  as  the 
                                                           
4 For the computation see e.g. Rich and Steindel (2005). 8 
 
trimmed mean tend to display similar properties as our measures of inflation sen-
timent. 
[Table 2: about here] 
3.  Estimation and forecast evaluation 
In our empirical analysis, we forecast the difference between the actual inflation 
rate and the average inflation rate over the next h periods (
h
t h t p p + - ), where  t p  is 
observed at time t and 
h
t h p +  is not.
5 Starting point of our analyses is the conven-
tional Phillips curve, which constructs a relation between future inflation on the 
left hand side, a current and lagged first-differenced output variable x which repre-
sents the inflation pressure coming from the real part of the economy, and current 
and lagged inflation differences on the right hand side,
 6  
  ( ) ( )
h
t h t t t t h L x L p p f b d p e + + - = + D + D + .  (3.1) 
Relations of this type are widely used to forecast inflation. Stock and Watson 
(1999), evaluate the forecasting power of various specifications of xt. In our paper 
we  concentrate  instead  on  evaluating  alternative  specifications  of  the  inflation 
measure on the right hand side. While the standard Phillips curve specification 
uses the output or the employment gap, we capture influences from the real econ-
omy by first differences of the unemployment rate or real GDP. 
7  
Concerning the inflation measure on the right hand side, we test one baseline and 
five alternative specifications. The first follows the standard Phillips curve litera-
ture and employs past inflation rates. The success of this approach serves as a 
benchmark for the other five specifications. Subsequently, we replace the current 
and lagged differences in inflation one by one by current and lagged values of our 
                                                           







  =  
 
 is the h  period inflation rate in the price level t P  reported at an annual 
rate.  
6 D and L represent the difference- and the lag-operator, respectively. Though modelling infla-
tion as I(1) is standard, it is, however, not always consistent with unit-root tests of the inflation 
series.
  Unit root-tests for all variables can be found in the appendix. 
7 According to our analyses, first differences of real variables generally perform better than 
deviations from HP-filtered variables. Two-sided filters additionally violate the out-of-sample 
assumptions because information is utilized which was not available at the point where the 
forecast is made. Alternatively, one might use one-sided filters or calculate quasi real-time 
output gaps by forecasting x first and applying a two-sided filter afterwards. Because of the 
poor results for the HP-filtered gaps we do not follow this route.  
 9 
 
five  candidate  indicators  of  inflation  sentiment, 
j
t s ,  j Med = ,  Diff ,  Mom , 
WMed ,  20 tr , which are described in section 2. Thus, equation 3.1 changes to 
  ( ) ( )
h j j j j j
t h t t t t h L x L s p p f b d e + + - = + D + + .  (3.2) 
In all estimates the lag length is chosen to minimize the Schwartz information 
criterion, respectively. This criterion has been used for model selection, since our 
simulations  indicate  that  a  parsimonious  specification  with  relative  small  lag 
length produces the smallest out-of-sample forecast errors. The Schwartz criterion 
punishes additional coefficients more heavily than for instance the Akaike infor-
mation criterion. 
In-sample fit is not necessarily a good indicator of predictive power. Therefore, 
we evaluate the alternative specifications (3.2) on the basis of the out-of-sample 
forecast accuracy following Stock and Watson (1999). For that purpose, we gen-
erate a series of out-of-sample forecasts by estimating our equations for an ex-
panding sample size and forecasting the average change in inflation over the next 
h periods for each of these samples, with h ranging from 1 to 8 for the US, and 
from 1 to 4 for Germany, respectively. 
Thus, in any prediction we exclusively use the data available at the start of the 
respective forecast period. For instance, our first estimation for the US uses the 
sample  1978:1  to  1984:4  and  forecasts  inflation  for  h  quarters  starting  with 
1985:1. For the second estimate the sample is extended to 1978:1 to 1985:1 and a 
forecast is constructed of the average change in the annualized inflation rate for h 
quarters starting 1985:2. For Germany the initial sample is 1985:1 to 1991:4 for 
West Germany and 1993:1 to 1998:4 for re-unified Germany, respectively. 
To evaluate the forecasts three tests are used. First of all, we calculate the root 
mean  squared  forecast  errors  (RMSFE)  and  use  the  Diebold-Mariano  test  to 
check whether the differences in the forecast accuracy of the various specifica-
tions are significant. Secondly, we employ an encompassing test to verify whether 
forecast generated by one specification adds information to the forecast generated 
by another, and thirdly, we test for a forecast breakdown, probing whether the out-
of-sample accuracy differs significantly from the in-sample fit. 
Differences in forecast accuracy 
The RMSFE for each forecast,  ˆ
jh
t h p + , is defined as: 




jh t h t h t h T T t t RMSFE e p p + + + = - = ∑ ∑ ,  (3.3) 10 
 
where superscript j denotes the candidate forecast model (with 0 indicating the 
benchmark), 
jh
t h e +  is the forecast error made by candidate forecast model j at time t 
for forecast horizon h, and T denotes the number of forecasts made. Subsequently, 
we report the relative RMSFE (for each horizon h) by dividing the respective 
RMSFE of each of our alternative specifications by the corresponding RMSFE of 
the benchmark. If the relative RMSFE is below 1, the alternative specification 
displays a better forecast performance than the benchmark. To test whether the 
differences  are  statistically  significant,  we  employ  a  DM  test  (Diebold  and 
Mariano 1995). This test is based on the null hypothesis that two non-nested series 
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2 2 0 0
jh jh h
t h t h t h E d E e e + + +   = - =    
,  (3.4) 
In this test, the loss function is the difference of the squared forecast errors of the 
candidate forecasts. Because the sample mean loss differential is asymptotically 










= ,  (3.5) 
where 
jh d  is the sample mean loss differential and  ˆ
jh
d g  is the cumulative sample 
autocovariance up to order h-1. 
Encompassing test 









= , a combi-
nation of these two forecasts could nevertheless help to improve forecast accuracy. 




=  estimating  jh l  as the 
corresponding “best” weight. 
  ( )
0 1
ch h jh
t jh t jh t f f f l l = - + .  (3.6) 
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(Hendry 1993). In this case, the DM-statistic can be calculated for each period t as 
  ( )
0 0 jh h jh h
t h t h t h t h d e e e + + + + = - .  (3.7) 11 
 
 
To achieve robust results, both tests described so far require large samples. How-
ever, Harvey et al. (1997) recommend a modified test statistic in small samples: 
  ( )
1 2 1
jh jh
h N h N h
MDM DM
N
+ - + -
= .  (3.8) 
The critical values for this test are taken from the  1 N t -  distribution. 
Forecast breakdown test 
To evaluate the alternative inflation forecasts further, we also check the models 
for a forecast breakdown (FB). This is defined as a situation in which the out-of-
sample forecasting performance of a forecast model is significantly worse than its 
in-sample fit (Giacomini and Rossi 2006). To implement this check we compare 
each model’s forecasting performance – measured by its mean squared forecast 
error – to the expected forecast error based on its in-sample-fit.
8 Analytically, a 
“surprise loss” ( sl ) at time t is calculated as difference between the out-of-sample 
loss and the average in-sample loss 
jh
t l ,  
  ( )
2 jh jh jh
t h t h t sl e l + + = - .  (3.9)   
If forecast model j is reliable, the mean of the associated surprise losses 
jh
sl , 
taken over all T forecasts, should be close to zero. The standard normally distrib-










= .  (3.10) 
where  ˆ
jh
sl g  is a Newey-West estimator of  the variance of the  weighted losses. 
Clearly, the precision of the estimate of the forecast model depends on the length 
of the sample that is used for estimation. The null hypothesis of a forecast break-
down is rejected at significance level  a  whenever the forecast breakdown test 
statistic is larger than the (1 ) a - -th quantile of a standard normal distribution. 
                                                           
8 We only perform a one-sided test to reflect the assumption that a loss that is smaller than 
expected is desirable and therefore does not constitute a forecast breakdown. The forecasting 
scheme is recursive. 12 
 
4.  Results 
4.1  United States 
A relatively long time series is available for the US. During the sampling period, 
the US economy was relatively stable in terms of its underlying structure. The root 
mean squared forecast errors (RMSFE) of the standard Phillips curves serve as the 
relevant benchmark throughout the analysis
9. In the estimates the real side of the 
US economy is either represented by changes in GDP or in the unemployment 
rate. Table 3 summarizes the RMSFE for the Phillips curve and compares it to the 
results of the five alternative specifications featuring inflation sentiment indicators 
instead of inflation. We can be confident that the results do not depend on the 
choice of the real side variable: Differences of the unemployment rate and changes 
in GDP generate more or less the same results concerning the relative RMSFE. In 
both cases, the 
Med s - and the 
Diff s -indicators improve forecast accuracy for all 
forecast horizons. For short horizons the improvement achieved is about 10% on 
average. For longer forecast horizons the improvement climbs up to 30%. The 
Diff s -indicator  even  performs  slightly  better  than  the  more  established 
Med s -
measure. All differences to the benchmark forecasts are statistically significant, 
some of them at a 99% level. However, by replacing the inflation differences by 
the 
Mom s -indicator, we get statistically worse results.  
Since our inflation sentiment indicators are highly correlated with the differences 
between the two core inflation measures and headline inflation, the forecast poten-
tial of these core measures should be very similar to the proposed inflation senti-
ment  indicators.  From  Table  3  it  becomes  obvious  that  the  weighted  median-
indicator, 
WMed s , performs worse than its un-weighted pendant up to a forecast 
horizon of roughly one year and better if longer forecast horizons are considered. 
The trimmed mean-indicator, 
20 tr s , displays high forecast accuracy in particular 
for longer forecast horizons, one the one hand. On the other hand, the differences 
in the RMSFE are only marginal and the DM and modified DM test statistics 
show lower absolute values than in the inflation sentiment indicator models. All in 
all, both concepts seem to have a similar forecasting power for US inflation. 
[Table 3: about here] 
Since forecast models using 
Med s , 
Diff s , 
WMed s  and 
20 tr s  perform better than that 
using the inflation rate itself, the results of the encompassing tests are not surpris-
ing. Table 4 confirms that the null hypothesis that the standard forecasting model 
                                                           
9 Additionally we tested whether the Phillips curve also can outperform a naïve forecast. For 
the U.S we found the Phillips curve showing smaller forecast errors than e.g. univariate fore-
casts or using the sample mean as predictor. In most cases, the DM and the MDM test show 
that the differences are significant. The results are available from the authors upon request. 13 
 
encompasses a given alternative out of these four candidates is rejected for all 
forecast horizons at a 95% or 99% level. However, according to the encompassing 
tests we can confidently consider the standard model to encompass that using the 
Mom s  indicator.  
[Table 4: about here] 
So far, the inflation sentiment indicators we propose seem to be a useful forecast-
ing tool. However, the question is whether this is true for all periods in our sam-
ple. This question is addressed by the forecast breakdown test. Of course, for all 
forecast horizons the fit is better in-sample than the out-of-sample. However, as 
shown in Table 5, forecast breakdowns occur in rare cases only. Models featuring 
inflation sentiment indicators are quite stable at commonly used significance lev-
els. Further calculations show that the forecasts based on the sentiment indicators 
seem to be more stable than our benchmark, for which forecast breakdowns occur 
more frequently.  
[Table 5: about here] 
4.2  Germany 
As it can be seen in Figure 1, inflation rates in Germany are less volatile compared 
to those of the US. This may be the main reason why the out-of-sample accuracy 
of our benchmark Phillips curve is better in the German case. This holds for both 
samples considered and for both specifications of the real side of the economy.
10 
Nevertheless, taking point estimates of relative RMSFE at face value, also for 
West  Germany  most  alternative  Phillips  curve  specifications  outperform  our 
benchmark in the period from 1985 to 1998 (Table 6). When GDP growth is cho-
sen as real economy variable, the alternative inflation indicators even improve 
forecast accuracy for all forecast horizons and all information criteria. As an ex-
ample, consider a one-year-ahead-forecast: Here, the RMSFE can be reduced up 
to one half when replacing inflation by the 
Diff s -indicator in the Phillips curve. 
However, the accuracy gains are only significant for all indicators in the case of 
three-quarter-ahead-forecasts, and in many cases when one-year-ahead predictions 
are constructed.  
[Table 6: about here] 
As in the case of the US, the 
Med s -indicator and the 
Diff s -indicator apparently 
tend  to  produce  better  forecasts  than  the 
Mom s -indicator.  Indicators  which  are 
                                                           
10 On the other hand, the low volatility in inflation rates makes it much harder to beat a na-
ïve forecast.  14 
 
based on one of the two core inflation measures improve forecast accuracy, too, 
but (in terms of point estimates) they seem to be inferior to the 
Med s - and the 
Diff s -indicators in most cases. Table 6 also documents that, issues of statistical 
significance aside, all indicators perform better in combination with GDP growth 
than with changes in unemployment. 
The second sub-period relates to unified Germany. We should not be too sur-
prised, if results turn out to be different. On the one hand, it is quite an open ques-
tion, whether the inflation sentiment among East Germans and those among West 
Germans, respectively, coincide, and what might happen as they become entan-
gled with one another. On the other hand, much of the sampling period was rela-
tively stable with respect to inflation and, thus, intuitively it should be difficult to 
outperform the standard Phillips curve approach. Indeed, none of our candidate 
forecast  models is performing significantly better than the standard  model. By 
contrast, for several forecast horizons some of the candidates, in particular that 
employing 
Mom s  perform significantly worse. This holds especially for models 
involving the unemployment rate as a predictor. 
Again, we also employ encompassing tests to assess whether our candidate vari-
ables make a contribution to improved inflation forecasts. Since according to our 
point estimates, all indicators perform better than the inflation rate in the first sub-
sample, the tests might state that these variables add significant information. Table 
7 documents that the null hypothesis is rejected for a large share of the candidates 
at all forecast horizons. The associated significance levels are particularly high 
with regard to three-quarter-ahead forecasts. Less uniform are the results for the 
more recent sub-period, in which inflation sentiment indicators do not outperform 
the standard Phillips curve approach in most cases. 
Yet, the encompassing tests show that in some cases inflation sentiment indicators 
can  add  forecast-relevant  information,  in  particular  the 
Med s -  and  the 
Diff s -
indicator. Again, the alternative indicators lose their appeal when they are com-
bined with unemployment instead of GDP growth. In line with the forecast results, 
the 
Mom s -indicator and the core measures do not add significant forecast-relevant 
information to the inflation rate, the combination of the 
20 tr s -indicator and GDP 
being an exception. All in all, also in periods where inflation is quite stable, sim-
ple inflation sentiment indicators might improve forecast accuracy, whereas this 
does not seem to be the case for familiar core measures of inflation.    
[Table 7: about here] 
Since  the  inflationary  regime  in  Germany  seems  to  differ  between  the  (partly 
overlapping)  sub-periods,  the  forecast  breakdown  can  be  expected  to  provide 15 
 
interesting insights on the out-of-sample performance of the candidate forecast 
models (Table 8). For the first German sample, the FB test statistics exhibit rela-
tive large negative values, i.e. the null hypothesis that the out-of-sample errors are 
not worse than those in sample is not rejected. This is particularly true for the 
Med s - and the 
Diff s -indicator. For the second sub-period, however, FB tests indi-
cate forecast breakdowns for the 
Med s -, the 
Diff s - and the 
20 tr s -indicator-based 
models. This evidence is consistent with our finding that one might fruitfully em-
ploy sentiment indicators for the purpose of forecasting inflation, emphasizing that 
their contribution will tend to be smaller in stable times. 
[Table 8: about here] 
5.  Conclusions 
In this paper we construct several indicators capturing whether a given inflation 
rate is the result of price increases for many components in the CPI basket or 
rather the consequence of price hikes for a relatively small number of goods and 
services with a high weight in the basket. Since inflation is supposed to be per-
ceived more intensively in the first case, we label our indicators inflation senti-
ment. We also demonstrate that simple sentiment indicators are highly correlated 
with differences of familiar core measures and headline inflation. 
With regard to the US we find that inflation sentiment indicators tend to improve 
the accuracy of inflation forecasts as measured by the RMSFE by roughly 20%, 
compared to a standard Phillips curve approach. The differences are significant 
according to the Diebold-Mariano and modified Diebold-Mariano tests for fore-
cast horizons up to eight quarters. Here, indicators based on familiar core meas-
ures show forecast accuracy similar to our new indicators. Furthermore, a forecast 
breakdown test indicates that the out-of-sample forecast errors of the alternative 
candidate models do not deviate significantly from their in-sample fit, suggesting 
that the forecasts based on our indicators are more stable than the standard Phillips 
curve approach.  
The results derived on the basis of German data are less uniform. Their heteroge-
neity  is  indicative  for  the  role  of  circumstances:  inflation  sentiment  indicator-
based forecasts seem to be particularly powerful, if inflation is volatile as it has 
been the case in the 1985:1 to 1998:4 sample of West German data. The RMSFE 
is reduced up to an half. In the 1993:1 to 2007:4 period, tough, when inflation was 
quite stationary, the sentiment indicators do not outperform Phillips curve-based 
forecasts. However, also under these circumstances encompassing tests suggest 
that our inflation sentiment indicators add valuable information. For this German 
data the performance of core inflation-based indicators appears to be worse than 
that  of  the  new  indicators.  Since  the  latter  require  less  data  –  neither  explicit 16 
 
weights nor subjective judgements concerning the products to be excluded from 
the analysis are needed – they offer a helpful and simple alternative to measures of 
core inflation.  
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Table 1   
Structure of the German CPI 2000=100 
COICOP- 
Code 







01   Food and non-alcoholic beverages  103.65  11 
02   Alcoholic beverages, tobacco and 
narcotics 
36.73  5 
03   Clothing and footwear  55.09  6 
04   Housing, water, electricity, gas and 
other fuels 
302.66  12 
05   Furnishings, household equipment 
and routine household maintenance 
68.54  12 
06   Health  35.46  7 
07   Transport  138.65  13 
08   Communication  25.21  3 
09   Recreation and culture  110.85  20 
10   Education  6.66  3 
11   Restaurants and hotels  46.57  3 
12   Miscellaneous goods and services  70.23  12 
01-12  Individual consumption expenditure 
of households 
1000.00  109 
Source: Destatis. 
1on 4-digit COICOP-level. 19 
 
Table 2   




Med s  
Diff s   Mom s  
WMed s   20 tr s  
Med s   1.00  0.97  0.09  0.85  0.95 
Diff s     1.00  0.09  0.82  0.93 
Mom s       1.00  -0.03  0.02 
WMed s         1.00  0.91 
20 tr s           1.00 
West Germany (1985:1 – 1998:4) 
 
Med s  
Diff s   Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s   1.00  0.89  -0.29  0.84  0.82 
Diff s     1.00  -0.17  0.79  0.74 
Mom s       1.00  -0.11  -0.14 
WMed s         1.00  0.94 
20 tr s           1.00 
Germany (1993:1 – 2007:4) 
 
Med s  
Diff s   Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s   1.00  0.97  -0.26  0.88  0.94 
Diff s     1.00  -0.25  0.87  0.91 
Mom s       1.00  -0.38  -0.29 
WMed s         1.00  0.94 
20 tr s           1.00 
  
Table 3 
Forecast accuracy of alternative Phillips curves, USA, 1978:1 – 2006:4 
 
    x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
 1 RMSFE   0.91   0.92   1.08   0.93   0.94   0.92   0.93   1.11  0.94  0.96 
  DM  -1.80**  -1.53*   1.17  -1.17  -1.28  -1.55*  -1.30*  1.66**  -0.99  -0.88 
  MDM  -1.79**  -1.52*   1.16  -1.16  -1.27  -1.54*  -1.29  1.65*  -0.98  -0.87 
 2 RMSFE   0.87   0.86   1.18   0.92   0.85   0.85   0.85   1.18  0.91  0.84 
  DM  -1.47*  -1.51*   2.17**  -1.24  -1.51*  -1.74**  -1.78**  2.39***  -1.18  -1.73** 
  MDM  -1.44*  -1.48*   2.13**  -1.22  -1.48*  -1.71**  -1.75**  2.35**  -1.16  -1.70** 
 3 RMSFE   0.85   0.85   1.16   0.93   0.84   0.83   0.83   1.15  0.91  0.85 
  DM  -1.67**  -1.69**   2.56***  -1.09  -1.82**  -1.99**  -1.98**  2.47***  -1.37*  -2.31** 
  MDM  -1.62*  -1.64*   2.49***  -1.06  -1.77**  -1.93**  -1.92**  2.40***  -1.33*  -2.24** 
 4 RMSFE   0.83   0.84   1.18   0.86   0.82   0.86   0.86   1.24  0.89  0.85 
  DM  -2.01**  -2.07**   3.35***  -1.67**  -2.02**  -1.61*  -1.66**  2.95***  -1.35*  -1.62* 
  MDM  -1.93**  -1.98**   3.21***  -1.60*  -1.94**  -1.54*  -1.59*  2.83***  -1.29  -1.55* 
 5 RMSFE   0.82   0.82   1.18   0.82   0.78   0.81   0.81   1.19  0.81  0.77 
  DM  -1.99**  -2.25**   2.63***  -2.02**  -2.18**  -2.25**  -2.53***  2.65***  -2.36*** -2.41*** 
  MDM  -1.88**  -2.13**   2.49***  -1.91**  -2.06**  -2.13**  -2.39***  2.51***  -2.23**  -2.28** 
 6 RMSFE   0.84   0.83   1.18   0.83   0.79   0.81   0.80   1.18  0.79  0.74 
  DM  -2.37*** -2.85***  3.11***  -1.89**  -2.32**  -2.20**  -2.46***  2.33***  -2.16**  -2.40*** 
  MDM  -2.21**  -2.66***  2.90***  -1.76**  -2.17**  -2.05**  -2.30**  2.18**  -2.02**  -2.24** 
 7 RMSFE   0.83   0.81   1.17   0.81   0.77   0.76   0.75   1.12  0.73  0.69 
  DM  -2.66*** -3.83***  3.46***  -1.92**  -2.21**  -2.49*** -2.73***  1.97**  -2.42*** -2.61*** 
  MDM  -2.45*** -3.53***  3.19***  -1.77**  -2.03**  -2.29**  -2.51***  1.81**  -2.23**  -2.40*** 
 8 RMSFE   0.80   0.79   1.13   0.76   0.75   0.74   0.72   1.09  0.68  0.65 
  DM  -2.56*** -2.95***   2.10**   -2.18**  -1.95**  -2.61*** -2.75***   1.24  -2.92*** -2.76*** 
  MDM  -2.32**  -2.68***   1.91**  -1.98**  -1.77**  -2.37**  -2.50***   1.13  -2.65*** -2.50*** 
Notes: The Table reports the RMSFE relative to the Phillips curve benchmark model. Relative RMFSEs 
smaller than 1 are documented in bold print. The lag length is set to minimize the Schwarz-information 
criteria. (M)DM indicates the (modified) Diebold-Mariano test statistic. *** (**) (*) denotes significance at 
the 0.99 (0.95) (0.90) level.  21 
 
Table 4   
Encompassing test, USA, 1978:1-2006:4 
 
    x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h   
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
 1  DM   2.38***   2.24**   0.61  2.27**  2.01**  2.36***  2.21**   0.29  2.28**  1.87** 
  MDM  2.37**   2.23**   0.61  2.26**  2.00**  2.35**  2.20**   0.29  2.27**  1.86** 
 2  DM   1.91**   1.95**   0.13  2.43***  1.95**  2.16**  2.18**  -0.01  2.33***  2.15** 
  MDM  1.88**   1.92**   0.13  2.39***  1.92**  2.12**  2.14**  -0.01  2.29**  2.11** 
 3  DM   2.11**   2.25**   0.09  2.66***  2.44***  2.42***  2.46***   0.22  2.37***  3.15*** 
  MDM  2.05**   2.18**   0.09  2.58***  2.37**  2.35**  2.39***   0.21  2.30**  3.06*** 
 4  DM   2.45***   2.66***  -0.07  2.87***  2.71***  2.17**  2.31**  -0.86  2.29**  2.31** 
  MDM   2.35**   2.55***  -0.07  2.75***  2.60***  2.08**  2.21**  -0.82  2.20**  2.21** 
 5  DM   2.39***   2.75***   0.16  3.09***  2.68***  2.63***  2.94***   0.18  3.00***  2.92*** 
  MDM   2.26**   2.60***   0.15  2.92***  2.54***  2.49***  2.78***   0.17  2.84***  2.76*** 
 6  DM   2.81***   3.39***   0.22  3.71***  3.21***  2.51***  2.78***   0.39  2.80***  2.67*** 
  MDM  2.62***   3.17***   0.21  3.46***  3.00***  2.34**  2.60***   0.36  2.61***  2.49*** 
 7  DM   3.12***   4.09***   0.08  3.72***  3.24***  2.64***  2.85***   1.02  3.02***  2.73*** 
  MDM  2.87***   3.77***   0.07  3.43***  2.98***  2.43***  2.62***   0.94  2.78***  2.51*** 
8  DM   2.75***   3.21***   0.52  4.05***  2.96***  2.78***  2.92***   1.05  3.67***  2.94*** 
  MDM  2.50***   2.91***   0.47  3.67***  2.69***  2.52***  2.65***   0.95  3.33***  2.67*** 
Notes: The lag length is set to minimize the Schwarz-information criteria. (M)DM indicates the (modified) 
Diebold-Mariano test statistic.   *** (**) (*) denotes significance at the 0.99 (0.95) (0.90) level.  
 
 
Table 5   
Results of forecast breakdown tests, USA, 1978:1-2006:4 
 
  x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h  Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
1  1.00  1.50*  1.20*  1.40*  1.50*  1.20  1.40*  1.20  1.50*  1.70** 
2  0.48  0.99  1.20*  1.00  1.10  0.77  0.95  1.30*  1.10  1.10 
3  0.13  0.40  0.74  0.64  0.65  0.58  0.54  0.83  1.00  1.00 
4  0.59  0.69  1.10  0.76  0.95  1.10  0.84  0.91  1.10  1.10 
5  0.39  0.33  0.84  0.59  0.66  1.30  0.99  0.97  1.20  1.20 
6  0.56  0.60  0.82  0.48  0.93  1.20  1.10  0.97  0.98  1.20 
7  0.44  0.71  0.93  0.24  0.88  1.20  0.83  0.85  0.85  1.30 
8  0.63  0.81  0.81  0.36  0.95  0.98  0.33  0.89  0.57  1.20 
Notes: The Table reports the FB-test statistics. *** (**) (*) denotes significance at the 0.99 (0.95) (0.90) 
level. Throughout the estimation the lag length is fixed to 4.  
Table 6   
Forecast accuracy of alternative Phillips curves, Germany 
 
  West Germany, 1985:1 – 1998:4 
    x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
1  RMSFE   0.85   0.85   0.94   0.94   0.97   0.99   1.00   1.01  1.05  1.06 
  DM  -0.55  -0.55  -0.25  -0.21  -0.10  -0.05  -0.02   0.05  0.22  0.29 
  MDM  -0.54  -0.54  -0.25  -0.21  -0.10  -0.05  -0.02   0.05  0.22  0.28 
2  RMSFE   0.77   0.70   0.94   0.98   0.95   0.96   0.89   1.00  1.01  1.05 
  DM  -1.20  -1.10  -0.35  -0.11  -0.23  -0.20  -0.36   0.02  0.02  0.17 
  MDM  -1.13  -1.04  -0.33  -0.10  -0.22  -0.19  -0.34   0.02  0.02  0.16 
3  RMSFE   0.77   0.70   0.86   0.85   0.82   0.90   0.88   0.89  0.90  0.93 
  DM  -1.88**  -1.75**  -2.98*** -3.17***  -1.69**  -0.51  -0.55  -0.83  -0.59  -0.32 
  MDM  -1.70*  -1.58*  -2.69*** -2.86***  -1.53*  -0.46  -0.50  -0.75  -0.53  -0.29 
4  RMSFE   0.52   0.50   0.85   0.82   0.63   0.98   0.75   0.78  0.77  0.84 
  DM  -2.23**  -1.78**  -0.83  -1.23  -2.23**   NA  -1.50*  -1.58*  -1.79**  -1.40* 
  MDM  -1.92**  -1.53*  -0.71  -1.06  -1.92**   0.00  -1.29  -1.36*  -1.54*  -1.20 
  Germany, 1993:1 – 2007:4 
    x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h   
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
1  RMSFE   0.95   1.01   1.18   1.02   1.02   1.06   1.19   1.24  1.16  1.09 
  DM  -0.65   0.05   1.89**   0.22   0.25   0.73  1.93**   2.60***  1.63*  0.96 
  MDM  -0.64   0.05   1.86**   0.22   0.25   0.72  1.90**   2.56***  1.61*  0.95 
2  RMSFE   0.86   1.05   1.21   1.01   1.01   1.06   1.16   1.27  1.26  1.14 
  DM  -1.05   0.51   1.37*   0.05   0.08   0.53  2.97***   1.87**  3.05***  1.20 
  MDM  -1.00   0.49   1.31*   0.05   0.08   0.51  2.84***   1.79**  2.92***  1.15 
3  RMSFE   0.85   1.04   1.20   0.96   1.00   1.06   1.21   1.18  1.22  1.13 
  DM  -0.85   0.28   1.70**  -0.24   0.02   0.34  1.45*   1.28  1.26  0.74 
  MDM  -0.79   0.26   1.57*  -0.22   0.02   0.31  1.34*   1.19  1.17  0.69 
4  RMSFE   0.84   0.97   1.23   0.95   1.04   1.12   1.24   1.28  1.29  1.18 
  DM  -0.80  -0.15   2.60***  -0.25   0.28   0.63  1.47*   2.39***  1.50*  1.17 
  MDM  -0.72  -0.13   2.32**  -0.22   0.25   0.56  1.31*   2.14**  1.34*  1.05 
Notes: The Table reports the RMSFE relative to the Phillips curve benchmark model. Relative RMSFEs 
smaller than 1 are documented in bold print. The lag length is set to minimize the Schwarz-information 
criteria. (M)DM indicates the (modified) Diebold-Mariano test statistic. *** (**) (*) denotes significance at 
the 0.99 (0.95) (0.90) level.  
Table 7   
Encompassing tests, Germany 
 
West Germany, 1985:1 – 1998:4 
    x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h   
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
1  DM   1.38*   1.45*   1.06  1.51*  1.34*   1.30*   1.29*   1.08  1.34*  1.27 
  MDM   1.36*   1.42*   1.04  1.48*  1.32*   1.28   1.27   1.06  1.32*  1.25 
2  DM   1.78**   1.92**   1.17  2.08**  2.00**   1.34*   1.51*   1.08  1.59*  1.53* 
  MDM   1.68*   1.81**   1.10  1.96**  1.89**   1.27   1.43*   1.02  1.50*  1.44* 
3  DM   2.86***   3.29***   2.43***  3.60***  3.12***   2.23**   2.72***   2.68***  3.17***  2.68*** 
  MDM   2.58***   2.97***   2.20**  3.25***  2.82***   2.02**   2.46**   2.42**  2.86***  2.42** 
4  DM   2.03**   2.20**   1.18  2.43***  2.10**   1.47*   1.67**   1.44*  1.76**  1.65** 
  MDM   1.75**   1.89**   1.01  2.09**  1.81**   1.26   1.44*   1.24  1.51*  1.42* 
Germany, 1993:1 – 1998:4 
  x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h   
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
1  DM  2.77***  1.90**  -0.20  0.95  2.01**   1.18   0.00  -0.73  -0.01  1.18 
  MDM  2.73***  1.87**  -0.20  0.94  1.98**   1.16   0.00  -0.72  -0.01  1.16 
2  DM  2.73***  2.35***  0.16  1.26  2.41***  2.15**  1.37*   0.00  -0.85  1.63* 
  MDM  2.61***  2.25**  0.15  1.21  2.31**  2.06**  1.31*   0.00  -0.81  1.56* 
3  DM  2.07**  1.77**  0.18  1.03  2.01**  1.47*   0.52   0.66  0.09  1.29 
  MDM  1.92**  1.64**  0.17  0.95  1.86**  1.36*   0.48   0.61  0.08  1.19 
4  DM  2.05**  1.43*  -0.08  0.86  2.22**  1.32*   1.05  -0.13  0.07  1.37* 
  MDM  1.83**  1.28  -0.07  0.77  1.98**   1.18   0.94  -0.12  0.06  1.22 
Notes: The lag length is set to minimize the Schwarz-information criteria. (M)DM indicates the (modified) 
Diebold-Mariano test statistic.  *** (**) (*) denotes significance at the 0.99 (0.95) (0.90) level.  24 
 
Table 8   
Forecast breakdown tests, Germany 
 
  West Germany, 1985:1 – 1998:4 
x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h 
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
 1  -2.12  -2.09  -1.70  -1.63  -1.38  -1.51  -1.52  -1.43  -0.82  -0.76 
2  -2.54  -2.96  -2.31  -1.25  -1.39  -1.80  -2.11  -2.27  -0.45  -0.89 
3  -2.48  -3.12  -2.54  -1.45  -1.62  -1.47  -1.96  -2.44  -0.43  -1.03 
4  -3.48  -3.25  -1.71  -1.99  -2.16  -2.24  -2.11  -1.93  -0.80  -1.42 
  Germany, 1993:1 – 2007:4 
  x = GDP  x = unemployment rate 
h 
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
Med s  
Diff s  
Mom s  
WMed s  
20 tr s  
 1  1.6*  2**  0.5  1.60*  2.00**  2.2**  2**  0.91  1.60*  2.10** 
2  1.2  1.9**  0.67  1.50*  2.30**  2.1**  1.7**  0.69  1.30*  2.30** 
3  1.2  0.82  0.6  0.78  2.00**  2.1**  0.86  0.35  0.79  2.20** 
4  1.8**  1  0.54  0.91  2.80***  3***  1.4*  0.28  0.99  2.90*** 
Notes: The Table reports the FB-test statistics. *** (**) (*) denotes significance at the 0.99 (0.95) (0.90) 
level. Throughout the estimation the lag length is fixed to 2.  
Appendix A: Unit root tests 
Table A1 
Unit root tests, USA (1978:1-2006:4) 
Augmented Dickey- Fuller  KPSS 
Series 
Levels  First differences  Levels  First differences 
GDP  -3.07  -4.07***  0.05  0.04 
U  -3.74**  -4.68***  0.06  0.07 
1 p   -2.51  -12.41***  0.19**  0.07 
2 p   -3.95**  -2.63*  0.20**  0.05 
3 p   -4.04**  -4.09***  0.20**  0.08 
4 p   -3.45*  -3.30**  0.20**  0.13 
5 p   -3.78**  -4.18***  0.20**  0.14 
6 p   -4.36***  -2.48  0.20**  0.20 
7 p   -3.57**  -3.23**  0.20**  0.25 
8 p   -2.88  -3.70***  0.20**  0.31 
Med s   -4.79***  -5.64***  0.11  0.17 
Diff s   -7.56***  -5.59***  0.11  0.13 
Mom s   -4.06***  -10.49***  0.06  0.13 
WMed s   -2.83  -5.37***  0.09  0.08 
20 tr s   -4.30***  -5.33***  0.14*  0.03 
Notes: For the ADF tests, the lag length is automatically selected based on AIC. The only exogenous 
variable in the first-differenced model is a constant, while the test in levels also includes a time trend. 
The null hypothesis states that the time series has a unit root. The test statistics are compared with 
MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values. *** (**) (*) denotes rejection of the null hypothesis at the 0.99 
(0.95) (0.90) level.  
For the KPSS tests, the bandwidth is automatically selected based on a Newey-West using a Bartlett 
kernel. The only exogenous variable in the first-differenced model is a constant, while the test in levels 
also includes a time trend.  The null hypothesis states that the time series is (trend-) stationary. The test 
statistics are compared with the critical values from Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (1992, Table 




Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root tests, Germany 
West Germany, 1985:1-1998:4  Germany, 1993:1-2004:4 
Series 
Levels  First differences  Levels  First differences 
GDP  -1.49  -2.35  -1.92  -7.30*** 
U  -2.35  -2.44  -1.68  -3.60*** 
1 p   -1.05  -10.74***  -3.57**  -11.06*** 
2 p   -1.50  -4.54***  -2.28  -7.43*** 
3 p   -0.87  -4.80***  -1.72  -2.60* 
4 p   -1.91  -1.27  -2.44  -3.42** 
Med s   -1.51  -11.05***  -6.81***  -10.79*** 
Diff s   -1.17  -9.83***  -3.88**  -10.72*** 
Mom s   -7.26***  -2.51  -10.43***  -6.15*** 
WMed s   -5.94***  -9.05***  -7.05***  -11.99*** 
20 tr s   -5.82***  -8.63***  -7.26**  -11.08*** 
Notes: The lag length is automatically selected based on AIC. The only exogenous variable in the first-
differenced model is a constant, while the test in levels also includes a time trend. The null hypothesis 
states that the time series has a unit root. The test statistics are compared with MacKinnon (1996) one-
sided p-values. *** (**) (*) denotes rejection of the null hypothesis at the 0.99 (0.95) (0.90) level.  
Table A3:  
KPSS unit root tests, Germany 
West Germany, 1985:1-1998:4  Germany, 1993:1-2004:4 
Series 
Levels  First differences  Levels  First difference 
GDP   0.19**   0.24   0.12*   0.11 
U   0.20**   0.25   0.16**   0.43* 
1 p    0.23***   0.12   0.25***   0.11 
2 p    0.23***   0.17   0.25***   0.42* 
3 p    0.23***   0.29   0.25***   0.53** 
4 p    0.23***   0.29   0.22***   0.51** 
Med s    0.18**   0.09   0.17**   0.06 
Diff s    0.14*   0.12   0.10   0.04 
Mom s    0.10   0.05   0.03   0.11 
WMed s   0.15**  0.06  0.19**  0.08 
20 tr s   0.16**  0.05  0.19**  0.06 
Notes: The bandwidth is automatically selected based on a Newey-West using a Bartlett kernel. The 
only exogenous variable in the first-differenced model is a constant, while the test in levels also in-
cludes a time trend. The null hypothesis states that the time series is (trend-) stationary. The test statis-
tics are compared with the critical values from Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (1992, Table 1). 
*** (**) (*) denotes rejection of the null hypothesis at the 0.99 (0.95) (0.90) level. 